
Latvia – the next great destination



I Spotlight - Latvia

• Born in 1918 and located in Northern Europe, by the Baltic Sea, it is a green and modern country with a

rich cultural heritage, innovative spirit and 1.9 million outstanding personalities.

• Latvia’s strategic location between Scandinavia and Russia has made it an international crossroad for

trade, commerce, and cultural exchange since ancient times.

• Latvian is considered one of the oldest and least changed of all living Indo-European languages. It

belongs to the Baltic branch.
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I Spotlight - Latvia

• Green. Latvia is among the greenest countries in Europe. ~50% of Latvia’s territory is forest area,

which makes it the 4th most forested country in Europe and gives ~1.4 ha of forest per inhabitant.

• Blue. With 12 500 rivers, springs and more than 3900 lakes, Latvia is also the 4th in Europe by fresh

water resources. A special landmark is our Venta Waterfall – the widest natural waterfall in Europe

(249 m).

• Golden. Latvia’s Baltic Sea coastline is 500 km long. It is clean, it is public, and pleasantly uncrowded.
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I Spotlight - Latvia

• Latvia is a fully integrated member of all major economic and political structures – the UN, EU, NATO,

WTO and OECD

• 2019 anniversaries: EU/NATO-15, EURO-5, BALTIC WAY-30, LATVIA 101

• 2019, 23-26 May: European Parliament elections

• 2019, June: Elections of the Latvian President

• Future ambitions: 2025 - United Nations Security Council non-permanent seat; 2026 - Winter Olympics

(together with Sweden)
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I Spotlight - Latvia

Did you know?

• Riga, the Capital. The biggest city in the Baltic states (~705 000) and the 3rd largest in Northern

Europe; an Art Nouveau architecture metropolis (40% of buildings in the historic center are Art

Nouveau, the biggest collection in the world (2nd is Vienna with 15%)); unique collection of wooden

buildings (~4000); Historic Centre of Riga is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

• The first Christmas tree. According to a chronicle, Riga is the place where the Christmas tree

decoration tradition started in 1510.

• Parts of the Indian action spy film «Agent Vinod» (2012) was shot in Riga. It was directed by Sriram

Raghavan, and written by Sriram Raghavan and Arijit Biswas. The movie borrows its name from the

1977 film of the same name. The film stars Saif Ali Khan and Kareena Kapoor.

• Latvian Song and Dance Celebration – an outstanding phenomenon that has taken place in Latvia

since 1873 and has been recognized as a UNESCO Masterpiece of the Oral and Intangible Heritage

of Humanity. ~ 17 000 singers and ~ 18 000 dancers.
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Spotlight - Latvia

Did you know?

• Start-ups. According to the World Economic Forum (2017), Latvia is one of Europe’s entrepreneurial

hotspots, ranking 3rd after Estonia and Sweden. In terms of total early entrepreneurial activity in

Europe, it is the 1st.

• Drone Superpower. Latvian entrepreneurs have been actively developing drone science and have

made a lot of “firsts”. The first drone jump (by Aerones), the first drone that follows its “master” (by

AirDog), the first full carbon smart drone controlled with your mobile phone (by Atlas Aerospace) etc.

• Lord of the Winds. There is a reason why the Shaolin monks in China can fly – the Latvian company

Aerodium that specializes in building wind tunnels. Even Hollywood stars like Tom Cruise can’t resist:

Aerodium was commissioned to construct the world’s biggest wind tunnel (for public entertainment) to

ensure the special effects in the new film “Mission: Impossible – Fallout”.
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Spotlight - Latvia

Did you know?

• Many famous opera singers are from Latvia. Season 2015 of the New York Metropolitan Opera

included three Latvian divas – Marina Rebeka, Kristīne Opolais and Elīna Garanča, as well as the tenor

Aleksandrs Antoņenko. The season 2018/2019, again, includes 3 of them.

• At the London Design Biennale 2018, the Latvian designer Arthur Analts and his installation “Matter to

Matter” won gold for the most exceptional design. He reflected the Latvian relationship with nature

through his use of materials, wood and water, and the sophisticated recreation of a natural process.

• Champion after Champion. At the 2008 Summer Olympics, Māris Štrombergs became the 1st ever

Olympic champion in BMX and earnt another gold in 2012 in London. Mairis Briedis became Latvia’s

1st ever world boxing champion in 2017. In the same year Latvia also gained its 1st French Open

victor, as the young Aļona Ostapenko made history and became the first unseeded champion since

1933. 6 times World Champion in skeleton.

• Athletic excellence. Counting the medals Latvians gained in the 2014 Winter Olympics per capita, the

4 medals (one for 517 592 inhabitants) rank our country in 4th place after Norway, Slovenia and

Austria.
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II Latvia – next business destination

General overview

• In World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business 2018 Latvia is ranked 19th among 190 countries

• Credit ratings (Standard & Poor’s / Moody’s / Fitch): A- / A3 / A- (investment grades)

• GDP (2018): EUR 29.52 billion

• GDP per capita by current prices (2018): EUR 15 328 (18 102 USD, compared with 15 732 USD in

2017)

• Growing GDP (2019 Forecast): 3.5% (faster than the EU average (2%))

• 80.1% of GDP generated by service sectors (2018)

• Foreign trade turnover: EUR 34.8 billion (2018), which was 5.5% higher than in 2017 (at current

prices), while exports of by 4.8%. Export equal to 59.0% of GDP (2018)

• Main industries (gross value added, 2017): Wholesale and retail trade (14.7%), manufacturing

(12.7%), real estate activities (11.7%), transportation and storage (9.2%)
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II Latvia – next business destination

Foreign direct investment (FDI)

• Positive FDI trends. At the end of 2018, FDI stock in Latvia amounted to EUR 15.1 billion (51.2% of

GDP). To compare – In 2009 FDI stock in Latvia was EUR 8.1 billion.

• FDI split by sectors (2017) – financial intermediation (24.3%), trade (14.4%), real estate operations

(13.3%) and manufacturing (11.8%).

• Most of FDI comes from EU member states (~80%, including ~50% from euro-area countries). In 2018

the largest FDI amount from Sweden (17%); Russia (11%), Estonia (10%), the Netherlands (7%),

Cyprus (7%), Lithuania (6%), Luxembourg (6%).
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II Latvia – next business destination

Trade

• Main trading partners (2017): EU countries (75% of total turnover by value of goods). Significant

export markets: Lithuania, Estonia, Russia, Germany and Sweden. The main importers to Latvia:

Lithuania, Germany, Poland, Estonia and Russia.

• Export goods: Mostly agricultural and food products (mainly cereal products), wood and its products,

machinery and equipment, transport services, financial services, travel services, IT services

• Import goods: Machinery and equipment, food products, fuels, chemicals, and vehicles, textiles,

transport services, travel services
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II Latvia – next business destination

Favorable Business Environment

• Wide array of incentives, including support via EU Structural Funds and a business-friendly

environment with appealing tax rebates

• 0% tax on reinvested profit

• Advantage of EU membership privileges, which allows free movement of goods, services, capital and

labor, and euro-area location

• Labor talent pool availability. Educated (High rates of university attendance - ~75% enrolment ratio),

Multilingual (Latvian, English, Russian, Scandinavian languages, German), large proportion of

international students (over 1600 Indian students in fields like ICT, civil engineering, management,

services)

• 55% of existing investors intend to increase their investments in Latvia (survey 2018)

• #1 in Baltics in terms of paying taxes (Doing business report 2019)
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II Latvia – next business destination

Favorable Business Environment
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II Latvia – next business destination

Tax incentives

• Five Special Economic Zones (SEZ):

o Riga Free Port (www.freeportofriga.lv),

o Ventspils Free Port (www.portofventspils.lv),

o Liepaja Special Economic Zone (www.liepaja-sez.lv),

o Rezekne Special Economic Zone (www.rsez.lv),

o Latgale Special Economic Zone (www.invest.latgale.lv/en)

• Main benefits for companies operating in Free Ports and SEZs are:

o 80% rebate on corporate income tax

o 80% to 100% rebate on real estate duty

o 80% rebate on income tax for non-resident when receiving dividends.

o Up to 100% on indirect taxes (VAT, excise, customs)

Please note that this example is of informative nature only. Exact tax calculations are provided by respective

divisions of State Revenue Service (www.vid.gov.lv).
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II Latvia – next business destination

Start-up ecosystem

• Fast-emerging startup ecosystem with the 3 strongest areas - fintech, deeptech and drones

• Startup law offers 3 support mechanisms: fixed social tax, waived income tax and 45% co-financing of

highly qualified labor

• Startup visa – a fast track for all non-EU startup founders

• Acceleration Fund – EUR 15 million made available by financial institution ALTUM for pre-seed and

seed investments, managed by 3 highly qualified funds

• LIAA is becoming as “one-stop-shop” for all local and foreign startups and investors
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II Latvia – next business destination

Main sectors

• Target sectors as identified by the LIAA: Information and Communications Technology, Mechanical

Engineering and Metalworking Industry, Transit and Logistics Industry, Textile and Clothing Industry,

Chemical, Pharmaceutical and Biotechnological Industry, Construction and Building Material Industry,

Environment and Renewable Energy Industry, Electrical Engineering and Electronics Industry, Food

Industry, Forest and Woodworking Industry, Printing and Packaging Industry, Wellness Industry
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II Latvia – next business destination
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II Latvia – next business destination

Transit and Logistics Industry

• Logistical magnet and a perfect place to organize logistics – among the markets of the European

Union, CIS and Asia. Multimodal transport corridors through the territory of Latvia from East to West

and from North to South.

• Distribution service: 26,4 million consumers in the Baltics and Scandinavia reachable within 48

hours using any type of transport (road, rail, air, sea).

• Wide range of customs warehouses, logistic centers, forwarding companies available. Import

through customs warehouses means entry of goods into EU without paying customs duty (done by

warehouses) and VAT (postponed until the final sale in another EU country) on borders.

• Riga as the main hub in the multimodal Northern Distribution Network. Most of cargo were shipped

for the US to Afghanistan (total cargo shipped reached 100 000 containers in June 2003).

• Test trains to/from China: Since 2017 there is a container train line that links Latvia with China. ~ 15

days for a train; ~ 45 days for sea transport.
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II Latvia – next business destination

Transit and Logistics Industry
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II Latvia – next business destination

Transit and Logistics Industry - Railway

• Rail freight: ~54% of total land transport volume. Total volume of railway cargo (2018): 49 265,6

million tons, most of which (39 416,6 million tons) is a transit through ports mainly from Russia and

Belarus.

• A joint 1520 mm gauge railway system and a unified system for organizing rail freight transportation

provide the CIS and Asian countries with a direct access to Latvian ports in the EU.

• New infrastructure project “Rail Baltica”. Aim: to integrate the Baltics into the European railway

network. European gauge (1435 mm) will meet the 1520 mm gauge railway here. Participating EU

MS: Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland.
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II Latvia – next business destination

Transit and Logistics Industry – Ports

• Three major ice-free ports - Liepaja, Riga and Ventspils. Depth/capacity: Riga 16 m/63 mln t/year,

Ventspils 17 m/43 mln t/year, Liepāja 12 m/12.4 mln t/year.

• Cargo turnover in ports of Latvia (2018): 66 174,9 million tons (predominantly transit shipments)

• Type of cargo (2018): Dry bulk (chemicals, coal) 37 251,8 million tons, Liquid bulk (crude oil, oil

products) 15 059,7 million tons, General cargo (containers, wood products, metals) 13 863,4 million

tons.

• Act as free economic zones with tax advantages for investments and free land plots. Equipped with

required infrastructure (tanks for bulk liquids, terminals, warehouses and cranes, communications

infrastructure) + operating service-providers, agents, customs brokers, and banks (internationally

recognized names like Kuehne & Nagel and Maersk Line).
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II Latvia – next business destination

Transit and Logistics Industry - Aviation

• Riga International Airport is the leading airport in the Baltic’s with serving almost half of Baltic air

passenger traffic (7 million in 2018) and cargo (28 258 t in 2018). In 2017 Riga International Airport

entered top 5 of Europe’s fastest growing airports.

• Latvia has also two smaller airports: in Liepaja and Ventspils.

• Riga International Airport has the largest destination network that allows to reach 85 million

consumer market in Europe and Scandinavia using multimodal logistics solutions by air, land, sea and

rail.

• 228 average daily flights, 83 000 average flights per year, 28% transit passengers. Full-serviced, low-

cost, charter and freight carriers offer regular flights from Riga to over 100 destinations in summer and

80 destinations in winter. Largest transport operators – Latvian national airline airBaltic (54,3% market

share).

• Over the next five years, different investment projects like expansion of passenger terminal and

connection to Rail Baltica railway station, building of a new cargo platform and developing cargo

logistics center in cooperation with investors, will allow Riga International Airport to increase passenger

service capacity to 10 million passengers per year and double the cargo turnover.
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II Latvia – next business destination

Transit and Logistics Industry - Aviation
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II Latvia – next business destination

Transit and Logistics Industry

• Currently under development: Multifunctional Warehouse and Processing Zone Complex in Riga

Freeport by an Indian-Latvian Joint Venture “Bhandar” (established in 2015). Purpose is to create a

distribution hub for storing goods of Indian origin for further distribution in Russia, CIS and the EU

countries. The total area of warehousing planned is 30,000 square meters. The targeted commodities

for storage and distribution in a first phase are: peanuts, raisin, spices, tea, coffee, rice etc.

• Visit transport and logistics portal: http://www.vialatvia.com/en/
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II Latvia – next business destination
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II Latvia – next business destination

ICT Industry

• ICT sector capacity is growing rapidly. Third largest export sector of Latvia (after transport/logistics

and travel services) ICT accounts for around 5% of Latvia’s GDP.

• Strategic sector. Government vision for Data Driven Nation (DDN). 2016: Memorandum of

Cooperation on ‘common goals and cooperation in the process of digital transformation of Latvia and

development of a Data Driven Nation’, signed by government institutions, universities, national and

multinational ICT companies.

• Three main principles: Open data or data democracy by promoting access and uptake of data; Data

enabled citizen engagement in the public administration process; Data and technology driven

innovation development.

• Smart specialization in following sectors: Bio-Economy; Biomedicine; Smart Materials; Smart Energy,

ICT.

• DDN implementation plan is regularly reviewed and discussed in National Information Society

Council, led by Prime minister.
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II Latvia – next business destination

ICT Industry

• First results include:

o Regional Innovation center in Riga in partnership with Microsoft (first of its kind in Northern

Europe, objective: development of export capable IT solutions and digital transformation).

o Big data based Gene analysis pilot-project for cancer diagnostics and treatment in

partnership with Roche (platform for full scale genomic related applied research projects and

for service provision to healthcare industry players).

o National Open data portal has been launched and data sets are being published (such as air

quality data, weather forecast, postal codes and respective areas, public transport, water quality,

health sector etc., with costs in cases being covered by government budget).
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II Latvia – next business destination

ICT Industry – Did you know?

• Latvia ranks 7th globally by average measured connection speed (16.7 Mbps), 4th in terms of high

broadband (> 25 Mbps) connectivity;

• Latvia exceeds EU average in most of the telecommunications infrastructure quality and accessibility

indicators, including 4G coverage (91 % versus 84 % EU average), broad-band connections with speed

above 100 Mbit/s (48 % versus 16 % EU average), and other.

• European leader when it comes to fibre-optic networks – 3rd in Europe and 10th globally

• One of the leading countries in the EU providing high-class data storage services;

• Latvia is pioneering in mobile data consumption with 5 GB mobile data (world’s third highest

consumption). Aim is to be among the first countries in Europe to introduce 5G network.

• In Riga wireless internet can be found almost everywhere (thus Riga is often called Europe’s capital

of free Wi-Fi).

• Several global IT companies have chosen Latvia either as their R&D centre or back office.

Companies such as Tieto, Accenture, and Exigen today hold the largest market and revenue shares in

the sector. Accenture, Cognizant, Deloitte employ also many experts from India.
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II Latvia – next business destination

ICT Industry

• November 27-29, 2019: Baltic Sea region 5G Ecosystem Forum "5G Techritory", organized by the

Electronic Communications Office of Latvia,

• One of the leading 5G technology events worldwide. In 2018 it gathered 700 participants, more than 70

senior speakers from Europe, Asia and the USA, leading industry organizations and global ICT

companies as the organizational partners and main supporters.

• More details can be found on www.5gtechritory.com.
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II Latvia – next business destination

ICT Industry
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II Latvia – next business destination

ICT Industry
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II Latvia – next business destination

ICT Industry
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II Latvia – next business destination

ICT Industry
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II Latvia – next business destination

International Exhibitions in Riga/Latvia

• September 2019: Medical devices and pharma Exhibition “MEDBALTICA”;

• October 2019: Baltic Business Technology Fair and Conference “RIGA COMM”;

• November 2019: International Trade Fair for Mechanical Engineering, Metalworking, Automation,

Electronics, Electrical Engineering, Production Supplies, and Innovated Technologies “TECH

INDUSTRY”;

• January/February 2020: Travel trade show in the Baltics “Balttour 2020”, which is the biggest travel

trade fair in the Baltic countries that annually opens the new tourism season.

• For many more visit the Calendar of International Exhibitions in Riga/Latvia, administered by the

Kipsala International Exhibition Centre – the biggest specialized exhibition complex in the Baltic

countries: http://www.bt1.lv/index.php?link=10400000
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II Latvia – next business destination

Useful information:

• Business Guide 2019 by the Investment and Development Agency of Latvia (LIAA)

http://www.liaa.gov.lv/files/liaa/attachments/business_guide_2019.pdf

• Website of the Investment and Development Agency of Latvia (LIAA): http://www.liaa.gov.lv/en

• Information on investment climate in Latvia by The State Revenue Service:

https://www.vid.gov.lv/en/taxes-brief

• The State Revenue Service has established the International and Large Taxpayers Service Department

that is servicing special taxpayers (VAT 4MEUR+): https://www.vid.gov.lv/en/servicing-international-

and-large-taxpayers

• Latvian Export and Import Directory (LIAA database of Latvian exporters and business proposals):

http://www.exim.lv/home

• The Red Jackets movement (best exporting brands from Latvia): https://www.treasuresoflatvia.com/
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III Latvia – India bilateral relations

Political dialogue

• Active political dialogue through regular and high level visits. Indian Vice President’s visit to Latvia (and

other Baltic States) is planned for August.

• In the Parliament of Latvia a Group of Interparliamentary relations with India has been established.

• The Embassy of Latvia in India was established in 2014.
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III Latvia – India bilateral relations

Economic cooperation and Trade in numbers

• Latvia and India enjoy stable trade relations, but there is a lot of untapped potential. Increase in trade

volumes last year (2018) against the year before (2017) by 9% (export +26,3%; import +2,9%)

• Total trade volume in 2018: 102,06 million EUR (30th biggest foreign trade partner)

• Latvia exports to India mainly: metal, electrical equipment, machinery, optical equipment, wood

• Latvia imports from India mainly: steel, aluminum, tires, plastic, pharma, chemicals, textile

• In The Register of Enterprises of Latvia there are registered 244 Latvian-Indian Joint Ventures (Feb

2019) with Indian investments amounting 1,76 million EUR (52nd).

• Biggest Indian investors in Latvia are in trade and services, pharma, wood products, tea, coffee,

spices, public catering, cargo

• In addition to bilateral business agreements (double taxation avoidance, investment protection) new

trade and business opportunities to the benefit of businesses and consumers on both sides will open up

with the EU-India Free Trade Agreement (FTA). We are looking forward to potential relaunch of

negotiations.
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IV Latvia – best enjoyed slowly
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IV Latvia – best enjoyed slowly

What's the message?

Magnetism.

It is surprising, but it works.

Latvia attracts.

For physicists magnetism is the ability to attract things. For everyone else, it is the desire to be connected

to Latvia – through business, culture, relaxation, entertainment, or personal relationships.

And Latvia is able to connect seemingly polar opposites – Latvia is small, but that's why everything here is

close; the population is small, but with big talents; few big talkers, but many hard workers; there are no

great mountains here, but there are great minds; from Latvia come world-renowned musicians, and

equally renowned quantum physicians; here is no southern chatter, but here is northern order; Latvian

do not fall into embraces, but they fall into work; that's is why Latvia has both the oldest oak trees and the

latest technology; we have storks and we have robots.

Some think a Latvian is predictable, no, a Latvian is well disciplined, a responsible, reliable qualified

partner, fluent in several languages, if it is promised – it will be done, if it is decided, it will happen.

That is also the attraction of Latvia, or, as they say elsewhere in the world – magnetism.
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IV Latvia – best enjoyed slowly

• Getting to Latvia: Riga International Airport (59.1% of arrivals), road transport (36.7%), railroads

(3,6%), ferries (0.6%)

• AirBaltic: 4mio passengers, Europe’s 7th largest regional airline, world’s most punctual airline in 2014,

2015, 2017, 2018 (OAG aviation data monitors)

• Tourism statistics: 1.93 million foreign visitors in 2018 (+8,2%), 3.74 million nights spent by them

(+9.9%), majority from Russia (259 thousand), Germany (225.9 thousand), Lithuania (190.0 thousand),

Estonia (169.7 thousand), Finland (114.6 thousand), UK (108.3 thousand). 2018 increasing numbers

from Ukraine (+32.8%), Japan (+20.2%), Poland (+18.8%), France (+16.5%), Denmark (+15.8%), the

Netherlands (+15.2%), USA

• Contribution of tourism to GDP: ~4%

• Why Latvia? Geographical advantage, safe, compact, clean and uncrowded.

• As per OECD Latvia’s most competitive tourism products are conference and exhibitions, health,

nature, culture, and creative industry tourism.
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IV Latvia – best enjoyed slowly
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IV Latvia – best enjoyed slowly

Information, pictures, travel itinerates best found on:

• Official Latvian Tourism Portal: https://www.latvia.travel/en

• Portal of the Riga Tourism Development Bureau Foundation: https://www.liveriga.com/en/

• Informative Portal on Latvia by the Institute of Latvia: https://www.latvia.eu/
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Thank you. Find your own Magnetism!
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